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Options involve risk and are not suitable for all investors. For information on the uses and risks of 
options, you can obtain a copy of the Options Clearing Corporation risk disclosure document titled 
Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options by calling (312) 542-6901.

Any discussion or mention of an ETF is not to be construed as recommendation, promotion or 
solicitation. All investors should review and consider associated investment risks, charges and expenses 
of the investment company or fund prior to investing. Before acting on this material, you should consider 
whether it is suitable for your particular circumstances and as necessary, seek professional advice.

Futures are not suitable for all investors. The amount you may lose may be greater than your initial 
investment. Before trading futures, please read the CFTC Risk Disclosure. For a copy visit 
interactivebrokers.com. 

There is a substantial risk of loss in foreign exchange trading. The settlement date of foreign exchange 
trades can vary due to time zone differences and bank holidays. When trading across foreign exchange 
markets, this may necessitate borrowing funds to settle foreign exchange trades. The interest rate on 
borrowed funds must be considered when computing the cost of trades across multiple markets.

The Order types available through Interactive Brokers LLC’s Trader Workstation are designed to help you 
limit your loss and/or lock in a profit. Market conditions and other factors may affect execution.  In 
general, orders guarantee a fill or guarantee a price, but not both. In extreme market conditions, an order 
may either be executed at a different price than anticipated or may not be filled in the marketplace.

There is a substantial risk of loss in trading futures and options. Past performance is not indicative of 
future results. 

Any stock, options or futures symbols displayed are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to 
portray recommendations.

•IRS Circular 230 Notice: These statements are provided for information purposes only, are not 
intended to constitute tax advice which may be relied upon to avoid penalties under any federal, 
state, local or other tax statutes or regulations, and do not resolve any tax issues in your favor.

•Interactive Brokers LLC is a member of NYSE FINRA SIPC

Disclosure:

http://www.optionsclearing.com/about/publications/character-risks.jsp
https://www.interactivebrokers.com/Universal/servlet/Registration.formSampleView?file=registration_1/cftc_risk_disclosure.html
http://www.nyse.com/
http://www.finra.org/
http://www.sipc.org/
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DISCLAIMER
Any statement that necessarily depends on future events may be a forward-looking statement. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of performance. They involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions. 
Although such statements are based on assumptions that are believed to be reasonable, there can be no assurance that actual results will not differ materially from expectations. Investors are cautioned not to rely 
unduly on any forward-looking statements. In connection with any forward-looking statements, investors should carefully consider the areas of risk described in the most recent simplified prospectus.

Distributions are not guaranteed and may fluctuate. Distribution rates may change without notice (up or down) depending on market conditions. The payment of distributions should not be confused with an investment 
fund’s performance, rate of return or yield. If distributions paid by an investment fund are greater than the performance of the fund, your original investment will shrink. Distributions paid as a result of capital gains 
realized by an investment fund, and income and dividends earned by an investment fund, are taxable in your hands in the year they are paid. Your adjusted cost base will be reduced by the amount of any returns of 
capital. If your adjusted cost base goes below zero, you will have to pay capital gains tax on the amount below zero. Please refer to the distribution policy for BMO ETF set out in the prospectus.

Cash distributions, if any, on units of a BMO ETF (other than accumulating units or units subject to a distribution reinvestment plan) are expected to be paid primarily out of dividends or distributions, and other income 
or gains, received by the BMO ETF less the expenses of the BMO ETF, but may also consist of non-taxable amounts including returns of capital, which may be paid in the manager’s sole discretion. To the extent that 
the expenses of a BMO ETF exceed the income generated by such BMO ETF in any given month, quarter or year, as the case may be, it is not expected that a monthly, quarterly, or annual distribution will be paid.

S&P®, S&P/TSX Capped Composite®, S&P 500® are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (“S&P”) and “TSX” is a trademark of TSX Inc. These trademarks have been licensed for use 
by S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC and sublicensed to BMO Asset Management Inc. in connection with ZCN. The ZCN is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by S&P Dow Jones LLC, S&P, TSX, or their 
respective affiliates and S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC, S&P, TSX and their affiliates make no representation regarding the advisability of trading or investing in such BMO ETF(s).

Commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with investments in exchange traded funds. Please read the ETF Facts or prospectus of the BMO ETFs before investing. The indicated rates of 
return are the historical annual compounded total returns including changes in unit value and reinvestment of all dividends or distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges 
or income taxes payable by any unitholder that would have reduced returns. Exchange traded funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently, and past performance may not be repeated. 

For a summary of the risks of an investment in the BMO ETFs, please see the specific risks set out in the BMO ETF’s prospectus. BMO ETFs trade like stocks, fluctuate in market value and may trade at a discount to 
their net asset value, which may increase the risk of loss. Distributions are not guaranteed and are subject to change and/or elimination.

This communication is for information purposes. The information contained herein is not, and should not be construed as, investment, tax or legal advice to any party. Particular investments and/or trading strategies 
should be evaluated relative to the individual’s investment objectives and professional advice should be obtained with respect to any circumstance.

BMO Global Asset Management is a brand name that comprises BMO Asset Management Inc. and BMO Investments Inc.

BMO ETFs are managed by BMO Asset Management Inc., which is an investment fund manager and a portfolio manager, and a separate legal entity from Bank of Montreal. 

®/™Registered trade-marks/trade-mark of Bank of Montreal, used under licence.
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Source: Financial Times, Dec 31 2021.
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CANADIANS ARE S IT T ING ON A  LOT OF  CASH
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1,2,3 Globe and Mail, April 24 2022.

• There is currently about $113-billion worth of 
physical money in circulation in Canada, up by 
nearly 25% from pre-pandemic levels1

• As a share of the overall economy, that’s more 
cash than at any time since the early 1960s.2

• From 2020-2021, household finances in Canada 
improved thanks to government income support 
combined with no where to spend during 
lockdowns.3
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THE PROBLEM WITH CASH
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1

• A few years ago, inflation was 2% or 
lower, and interest rates were nearing 
0%. In this environment, the 
purchasing power of cash was more 
protected

• Today, things look much different. 
Canada CPI  has increased significantly, 
and interest rates are on the rise, 
meaning the purchasing power of cash 
will be eroded, and fast

Source; Bloomberg April 2022
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STAYING INVESTED

The chart illustrates the impact to an initial investment of $10,000 dollars from Feb 1987 to October 2021. It is not intended to reflect future returns on investments.



STAYING INVESTED
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Source: Bloomberg, May 2022. Please note you cannot invest directly in an index. For illustrative purpose only.

A hypothetical investment in the broad Canadian market: Staying invested vs going to cash 
for a short period during market turmoil

Exiting the market during 
heightened volatility makes 

timing re-entry difficult

--- 10k investment in broad Canadian equity market since 2007

--- 10k investment in broad Canadian equity market since 2007,  but 
moving to cash for a short period during a market pullback

Past performance is not indicative of future results.



MARKET VOLATIL ITY  & UNCERTAINTY 
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Source: Morningstar Direct May 2022

--- S&P 500 Index

--- VIX

Past performance is not indicative of future results.



• Exposure to high-quality money market 
instruments issued by governments and 
corporations in Canada, including Tbills, 
bankers’ acceptances, and commercial paper

• All holdings have a maturity in less than 365 
days and have an average term-to-maturity of 
less than 90days

• Designed for investors looking for a cash 
alternative, short-term place to park cash

• Yield approximately 12-15 bps annually

F IXED INCOME:  MONEY MARKET ETFs
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Benefits to Money Market ETFs

Source: www.bmoetfs.com, May 2022

http://www.bmoetfs.com/
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F IXED INCOME:  ULTRA SHORT TERM BONDS
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Benefits to Ultra Short-Term Bond ETFs
• Exposure to investment grade bonds 

maturing in one-year or less; highly liquid. 

• Bonds in these ETFs are selected to 
provide attractive yield and diversification, 
while being conservative

• The shorter the bond’s duration, the less 
volatile it is likely to be. Shorter duration 
also provides lower interest rate sensitivity 
in your portfolio

• Designed for investors looking for 
defensive income



D E F E N S I V E  EQ UI T I ES :  COV E R E D  C A L L S
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Source: BMO GAM Responsible Investment Annual Report, March 2022.

Benefits to Covered Call ETFs

Lower Volatility
Additional income collected from option premiums acts as a buffer against losses on 

underlying securities

Tax Efficient
Incremental yield generated is taxed as capital gains

Enhanced level of yield
Attractive premiums on top of the underlying stock dividends by writing “out-of-the-money” 

Call options

Managed upside potential
Writing calls on a portion of of the portfolio captures upside in the rising market

• Also known as a buy – write strategy, 
designed to provide an investor with 
a double source of cash flow: an option 
premium plus the dividend yield. 

• It is considered an income enhancement 
strategy because it generates additional 
cash flows compared to only owning the 
underlying stock.

• Considered a defensive strategy as equity 
downside returns are reduced by the 
option premiums as a trade off from 
excess positive returns. 

• Designed for investors looking for higher 
income from equity portfolios

** Options involve risk and are not suitable for all investors.



ETF  MARKET INSIGHTS  PAST  EPISODES
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ETFMARKET IN ISGHTS . c o m



THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING
JOIN US FOR OUR NEXT LIVE EPISODE

Friday, May. 20, 2022  • 1:00pm

A CONVERSATION WITH LARRY BERMAN


